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THE EFFECTS OF A RAPIDLY -FLUCTUATING RANDOM 
ENVIRONMENT ON SYSTEMS OF INTERACTING SPECIES* 
BENJAMIN S. WHITEt 
Abstract. Some models of interacting species in a random environment are analyzed. Approxi-
mate solutions of the stochastic differential or delay-differential equations describing the systems are 
obtained, on the assumption that the random environment is fluctuating rapidly. 
PART I 
1. Introduction. The theory of interacting species in a random environment 
leads to stochastic differential equations. We will show how to solve these 
equations approximately when the randomness is rapidly-varying. The solution is 
approximated by a deterministic path with random fluctuations superimposed on 
it, and is constructed in two steps: first, equations are obtained for the determinis-
tic path. They are nonlinear, wholly deterministic, and are often just the corres-
ponding equations for the system of species in a fixed environment. Thus the 
deterministic theory may be utilized in constructing a first approximation for the 
stochastic solution. Second, linear stochastic equations are obtained for the 
Gaussian random fluctuations about the deterministic path. The linearity of these 
equations allows for a greatly simplified treatment of the stochastic component; 
moreover, because of this simplicity, it is possible to treat some processes with 
after-effect-systems of species with time-delayed interactions, co-existing in a 
random environment. 
We generalize somewhat the more usual "white noise" assumptions for the 
environment (see May [7], [8]) by postulating randomness which is rapidly-
varying (but possibly smooth) and forgetful of the past (but not instantaneously). 
Other than this, only two averaged moments of the environmental process enter 
into the calculations, and further specification of the environmental statistics will 
not change the results. 
For clarity we will solve some specific equations. However, the results of this 
method are largely model-independent. Thus many mathematical models which 
agree in certain well-defined ways can be seen to give equivalent results to this 
order of approximation. 
The calculations that follow are valid for any fixed, finite time interval 
provided only that the environment is sufficiently rapidly-varying. Since they are 
not valid for infinite time, this would seem to preclude any statements about 
long-time "equilibrium" population statistics. However, in many cases when 
environmental randomness is introduced into a deterministically stable· system, 
we shall be able to compute an approximate "pseudo-equilibrium" probability 
distribution which will be noticeable within our finite observation time. The 
existence of this intermediate limit, which may be quite different from a true 
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infinite time equilibrium, raises the question of which limit is observed when we 
view an apparently stable biological system in a random environment. 
2. Results for systems without delayed interactions. 
2.1. The averaged and fluctuation equations. Let x;(t), i = 1, 2, · · ·, d, be a 
continuous approximation to the number of individuals of species i alive at time t, 
and let X= (X to • • • , xd). We consider a deterministic description of population 
growth of the form 
(2.1.1) d dtX(t) = F(t, X(t); "f). 
Here the vector function F describes the dynamics of the species interactions, and 
'Y = ( 'Yt. · · · , y,) is a vector of parameters which describe the environment. The 
dependence of the interactions on t as well as on X(t) allows for the environment 
to change with time, but in a deterministic way. 
In a random environment, the parameters 'Y will fluctuate randomly in time, 
and we assume these fluctuations are rapid. This is expressed by writing 'Y = 'Y( T) 
where T = t/ e, and 0 < e « 1 is a small, nonrandom parameter. The meaning of this 
is as follows: as the "natural" timet changes by a typical amount I:J.t, "f(T) fluctuates 
considerably, since it experiences an elapsed time i:J.T = !:J.t/ e which is large when e 
is small. Equivalently, an ordinary change of time i:J.T on the time scale of the 
random phenomena will be a short time interval !:J.t = e i:J.T from the point of view 
of the rest of the system. Now if on its own fast time scale T the process 'Y( T) has an 
autocorrelation which dies out eventually, this will appear to happen very rapidly 
on the time scale of the rest of the system. Thus 'Y will be much like "white noise". 
The parameter e may be estimated as a typical time for a random change in 
the environment divided by a typical time for a change in the populations. It must 
be small for application of the method. However, an exact value fore need not be 
known; the approximation used will combine e with other parameters in such a 
way that only more easily measured combinations must be specified. 
We write X" (t) to denote the dependence of the population vector on e. Then 
the stochastic modification of (2.1.1) is 
(2.1.2) d dtX"(t) = F(t, t/ e,X"(t); "((t/ e)), 
where "((t/ e) is the rapidly-varying random process. Equation (2.1.2) allows also 
for deterministic changes in the environment both on the natural time scale t and 
on the fast time t/ e. 
Using theoretical results of Khasminskii [5] and the author [12], we will 
exploit the disparity of time scales to get a two term perturbation approximation 
to X" (t). A derivation of the method is deferred until § 4, and we merely describe 
the procedure here. 
The first term of the approximation corresponds roughly to the mean value of 
X" (t), but not exactly-rather than averaging the unknown X" (t), we average the 
known function F. The rapid fluctuations allow this averaging to be done not only 
in the probabilistic sense of taking expectations, but also in the sense of time 
averaging over the fast time variation of F. Accordingly we define the simpler, 
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averaged function F(t, x), for fixed values of t and x, by 
- 1 iT F(t, x) = lim T E[F(t, 7, x; 'Y(7))] d7. 
T-+oo O 
(2.1.3) 
Then we formulate the following much simpler equation for the first approxima-
tion X0 (t): 
(2.1.4) 
The initial condition for X0 is the same as that for xs. Equation (2.1.4) is 
completely deterministic and has only one time scale. It corresponds to a 
deterministic theory of interacting species with the interaction dynamics specified 
by F. Its solution X0(t) determines the gross behavior of the stochastic population 
vector xs (t). 
Equations for the approximate fluctuations about X0(t) may be found by 
using the perturbation expansion 
(2.1.5) 
Here Y0(t) is a Gaussian random process which satisfies a linear equation given 
below. To write it, we compute the matrix of partial derivatives of the averaged 
function F, and evaluate it along the deterministic trajectory. That is, we define 
(2.1.6) 
Then yo satisfies the equa,tion 
(2.1.7) 
where the initial condition is VO(O) = 0. Here W(t) is a Gaussian white noise with 
its covariance equal to the averaged covariance, A, of F evaluated along .XO(t). 
To compute A we calculate for fixed t and x the covariance ofF with the fast 
time again averaged out. Thus 
A;i(t, x) 
(2.1.8) 1 iT iT = lim T d7l d72 E{[Fi(t, 7h x; 'Y(71))-E{Fi(t, 7h x; 'Y(71))}] 
T-+oo 0 0 
[Fj(t, 72, x; 'Y(72))-E{Fj(t, 72, x; 'Y(72))}]}. 
With the abbreviation A (t) =A (t, X0(t)), the covariance of W(t) is 
(2.1.9) Cov (W(t), W(t')) =E[W(t)WT(t')] 
=A(t)8(t-t'). 
Equation (2.1. 7) may be recognized as a sort of stochastic variational 
equation for a linearization of the solution about X0(t). 
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The solution of (2.1. 7) can be written explicitly in terms of the solution of the 
following system of linear deterministic equations: 
(2.1.10) d dt Y(t) = C(t) Y(t), Y(O)=I. 
Then 
(2.1.11) Vl(t) = Y(t) r y-1(s) W(s )d. 
Since y<> is Gaussian, with mean zero, it is completely characterized by its 
covariance. This is computed as 
Cov (Vl(t), Y0(t+ t')) =E[Yl(t)Y0r (t+ -r)] · 
= EY(t) r dsl r+t' ds2 y-1(St)W(St)WT (s2) y-l T (s2) yT (t + t') 
By using (2.1.9) in the above equation, we obtain 
(2.1.12) Cov (Y0(t), Y 0(t+t')) = Y(t) r y-1(s)A(s)y-1T(s) ds YT(t+t'). 
Of particular interest in assessing the strength of the fluctuations is D(t), the 
covariance at one instant of time, defined by 
D(t) = Cov (Y0 (t), Y0 (t)). (2.1.13) 
= Y(t) r y-1(s)A(s) y-lT(s) ds yT(t) 
By setting t' = 0 in (2.1.12) differentiating the equation, and using (2.1.10) we find 
the formula 
d dtD(t) = C(t)D(t) + D(t)Cr (t) +A (t), 
(2.1.14) 
D(O)=O. 
Although white noise was not assumed in the original equations, (2.1.14) 
agrees with an approximate result for white noise models (C. F. Ludwig [6]). 
2.2. Point equilibria without delay. We shall now apply the preceding 
results to the special case of a system of species randomly perturbed by the 
environment from a point equilibrium. We suppose that the stochastic equations 
are of the form 
(2.2.1) 
We assume that the deterministic system 
(2.2.2) 
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(when~ F is C<!._ml'uted by equation (2.1.3)) has a stable point equilibrium at some 
point X, i.e., F(X) = 0. The problem is to compute the distribution of the random 
fluctuations about X. 
For simplicity, we assume for the present that the populations are initially at 
equilibrium, xe (0) = x. Then the deterministic trajectory remains at x for an 
time, and the solution of (2.2.2) is 
X0(t)=X. 
Thus C(X0 (t)) = aF(X)jaX and A(X0 (t)) =A(X) are constant matrices. 
In this context of a point equilibrium, C has been called by Vandermeer [10] 
and others the "community matrix". It plays a fundamental role in the determinis-
tic theory: the system is linearly stable if the eigenvalues of C have negative real 
parts. We assume that this is the case, and calculate the correlation matrix of the 
Gaussian perturbation y<>(t). 
Equation (2.1.10) now takes the form 
d 
dt Y(t) = CY(t), Y(O) =I. 
Its solution is 
From (2.1.13) and (2.2.3) we get 
Cov(VO(t), Y0(t+t'))=e 0 r e-C•Ae-CT•dseCT(t+t'). 
0 
This simplifies to 
Cov(VO(t), y<>(t+t'))= r eCsAecT·dseCTt'. 
Since the eigenvalues of C have negative real parts, the factor eCTt' decays 
exponentially with increasing t'. Thus correlations of the process at two instants of 
time die out exponentially in the time separation, and the exponential rate 
constants are the eigenvalues of C. Roughly, these are the rates at which the 
components of the fluctuations forget their former values. 
Although the approximation is not valid for infinite observation time (see 
§ 1), the covariance matrix 
D(t)= r ec.Aec75 ds 
converges to a limit D(oo) exponentially in t. This approach will be very rapid, 
especially if the deterministic equation is very stable, i.e., if the eigenvalues of C 
have large negative real parts. Then the limit D(oo) will be established early and 
will continue for the remainder of the fixed, finite observation time. 
We now differentiate, to obtain 
!!_D(t) = e 0 A ecTt ~0 
dt 
ast~oo. 
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Upon substituting this into the equation 
we obtain 
!:._ D(t) = CD(t) + D(t)CT +A 
dt 
0 = CD(oo) + D(oo)Cr +A. 
This is a system of linear algebraic equations for D(oo). It has also been obtained 
by R. May [8] for point equilibria perturbed by a white noise environment. He has 
found good agreement of the solution with results of Monte Carlo simulations, 
although for very long times the approximation is somewhat degraded. 
We shall now describe the general behavior of the solution more graphically. 
The contour lines of the Gaussian probability cloud about X are ellipsoids 
determined by the covariance matrix D(t). These ellipsoids expand in time as 
uncertainty in the size of the populations increases. If the deterministic system is 
linearly stable, however, this uncertainty quickly reaches a maximum, as the 
ellipsoids converge exponentially to the lhniting ellipsoid determined by D(oo). 
The rate of convergence is governed by exponential rate constants which are 
sums of eigenvalues of the community matrix C. 
We note that these formulas depend only on X, C, e, and A. We now show 
that they in fact depend only on X, C, and the product e · A. 
Since the approximation is xe - X 0 + J; Y 0 , the fluctuations are xe - X0 -
.J;VO. This is Gaussian, mean zero, and is entirely specified by its covariance. 
From (2.1.12), 
Cov (..{;Y0(t), .[;Y0(t+ t')) = e Cov (VO(t), Y0(t+ t')) 
= Y(t) r r 1(s)[eA]r1T(s) ds YT(t+t'). 
Thus in computing the fluctuations xe-X0 , E can be absorbed into A to give an 
"effective noise strength" eA. (These considerations of absorbing e into A apply 
also to all problems treated in this paper.) 
Since the effective noise strength eA is small for small e, our results will tend 
to agree with those of authors assUining small white noise. However, we have not 
assumed that the magnitude of the environmental fluctuations y( T) is small, only 
that the fluctuations are rapid. 
The results for equilibrium point models therefore depend upon: 
1. X, the position of the deterministic equilibrium. 
2. C, the community matrix. 
3. eA, the "effective noise strength" at X. 
All mathematical models agreeing in these particulars will give identical results to 
this order of approximation. 
2.3. Two-species symmetric competition without delay. We now consider 
an example from the theory of niche overlap, of two siinilar species competing in a 
random environment. The equations for the populations x(t) and y(t) are 
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d [x(t)] [x(t) (k +y1(t/e)-x(t)-ay(t))] 
dt y(t) = y(t) (k+y2(t/e}-y(t)-ax(t)) · 
The competition coefficient a, 0 <a < 1, measures the degree of competition. The 
deterministic carrying capacity k (the same for both species) has been perturbed 
by the rapidly-fluctuating random processes y1(r), y2(r), where T = t/ e. 
We assume that time averages ofthe means of 'Yt(r), y2(r) are zero. Sufficient 
for this is E[y1(r)]=E[y2(r)]=O. However, the mean values may themselves 
fluctuate about zero provided that their time averages vanish sufficiently rapidly, 
e.g., E[y1(r)]=sinr or any other periodic function would be acceptable, and 
would change none of the following results. 
We calculate 
(2.3.2) 
- 1 IT F(X) = lim T E[F(X, r )] dr 
T-+00 O 
= [x (k -x -ay)] 
y (k-y-ax) · 
The deterministic equation is then 
d [x 0(t)] [x 0(t) (k- x 0(t) -ay0(t))] 
(23·3) dt y 0(t) = y 0(t) (k- y0(t) -ax0(t)) · 
These are just the competition equations in a fixed environment. There are two 
equilibria, one at the origin, and one at 
(2.3.4) x~U:l 
If the system starts at X at time zero, we have X0(t) =X for t > 0. 
The community matrix is 
(2.3.5) aF - k [1 a] C= aX(X)=-1+a a 1 . 
From (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) we have 
- - k ['Yt(T)] F(X,r)-E[F(X,r)]= 1+a Yz(r), 
A(X)=(-k-) 2 lim .!._ rT rT E['Yt(Ttht(Tz) 'Yt(Tthz(Tz)] drtdTz. 
1+a T-+oo T Jo Jo Yz(Ttht(Tz) Yz(Tt)yz(Tz) 
The symmetric matrix A (X) depends upon just three noise parameters, 
calculated by time averaging the variances and correlations of y1 and y2 • Thus it is 
not necessary to specify completely the statistics of y1 and y2 , and the noise need 
not be known in detail. 
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To preserve the symmetry of the competition, we assume here equal aver-
aged noise variances u 2 for the processes y 1 and y 2 • Then we can write A in the 
form 
(2.3.6) A= C :ar[;: :f]. 
where p, -1 ~ p ~ + 1, is the time averaged cross correlation of y 1 and y2 • 
Equations (2.3.4), (2.3.5), and (2.3.6), (2.1.14) are sufficient to determine the 
probability cloud of the fluctuations y<l(t). The results are most easily described 
by transforming to the principle coordinates of the matrices C and A, a 45° 
rotation of the x, y coordinates about X. Accordingly, we define the rotation 
matrix 
(2.3.7) p-__!__[1 1] 
- .fi 1 -1 
and the transformed matrices 
(2.3.8) A =P-lAP= (-k-)2u2[1+p 0 ] 1+a 0 1-p ' 
(2.3.9) C=P-lCP=--k-[1+a 0 ]. 1+a 0 1-a 
The eigenvalues of Care evidently -k and -(1-a)k/(1 +a). These deter-
mine the exponential rates of decay of the correlations of the population sizes at 
two separate instants of time. The rates are rapid except in the important case 
when a is close to one, and -k(1-a)/(1+a) is close to zero. Then the second 
component of the fluctuations, the deviation from the 45° line of equal population 
sizes, has a slow rate of forgetfulness. Thus only when competition is very high, 
does the system not readily forget which species is momentarily more numerous. 
To determine the probability cloud at one instant of time, we calculate 
(2.3.10) 
This converges exponentially to the limiting variance 
(2.3.11) D(oo) = u2k (1 +a)2 [ 
1+p 
2 0 
Again, the convergence is rapid except when a is close to 1. In this case of high 
competition, the second component of D(oo), (u2k/2)(1-p)/(1-a2) is large. 
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This indicates that higher competition will produce larger deviation from the line 
of equal population sizes. 
This effect may be offset, however, if p is also close to 1, i.e., if the random 
conditions encountered by the two species are highly correlated. Evidently, it is 
unlikely for one of the species to be substantially luckier than the other if their 
environments are substantially the same. 
The limiting variance, (2.3.11), agrees with a result of May [8] for a white 
noise environment. In § 3.2 we will generalize the equations of this section to 
study the effects of time-delayed interactions on this type of system. 
2.4. Starting point near equilibrium. In the preceding analysis, it was 
assumed for simplicity that the system starts from the equilibrium point, that is, 
xe (0) =X. Suppose instead that the populations are initially near X. Since the 
deterministic system is linearly stable, X0 (t) will converge to X as time increases. 
This convergence will be exponential, with exponential rate constants that are the 
eigenvalues of C. 
Now if a limiting variance D(oo) exists, then (d/ dt)D(t) ~ 0 as t ~ oo. Using 
X0(t) ~X as t ~ oo, we may take limits in the equation 
(2.4.1) ~ D(t) = C(X0(t))D(t) + D(t)Cr (X0(t)) +A (X0(t)) 
to get 
0= C(X)D(oo)+D(oo)Cr(X)+A(X). 
This is the same set of algebraic equations that were obtained assuming X as the 
starting point. Thus the limiting variance D(oo) is not affected. 
In view of the exponential rate of convergence of the coefficients in (2.4.1), 
we expect the convergence of D(t) to remain exponential. Indeed, this is intui-
tively expected because of the exponential rate of forgetfulness remarked upon 
earlier. 
The effect of a near-equilibrium starting point is, then, to give rise to 
additional transient terms in the expression for D(t). These have been computed 
explicitly for the example of the last section (see [13]), but the details will be 
omitted here. The extra terms are small initially, and decay exponentially at rates 
no slower than those determined by the eigenvalues of C. 
If there is more than one stable equilibrium, our formulas describe the 
situation while the populations remain in the domain of attraction of one of them. 
They will, however, eventually escape this domain, although for small noise this 
will take a very long time. Problems of escape against a deterministic flow have 
been studied by Ventzel and Freidlin [11] and Ludwig [6]. 
2.5. The limit cycle. For many systems of species, the populations undergo 
regular cyclical oscillations. These have often been described mathematically by 
systems of ordinary differential equations whose solution is a stable limit cycle. 
Thus the situation is qualitatively different from that of the point equilibria 
already discussed. 
We would expect the populations in a random environment to oscillate 
roughly in the way predicted by deterministic theory, but to fluctuate randomly 
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from this moving equilibrium. These expectations have been confirmed by Monte 
Carlo simulations (see May [8]) assuming white noise for the environmental 
randomness. For large enough noise strengths, however, randomness can become 
the dominant effect, and the roughly cyclical behavior is destroyed. 
For simplicity, we will analyze here the case of a limit cycle with only two 
species. The stochastic equations are assumed to be 
(2.5.1) 
It is assumed that the deterministic solution X0(t) of the averaged equation 
(2.5.2) 
is a stable limit cycle in the plane. Then, since the matrices C(t) and A (t) defined 
by (2.1.6) and (2.1.8) are obtained by evaluating certain functions ofx along X0(t), 
they will be periodic in time, with the same period, T, as the deterministic limit 
cycle. 
To proceed with the general method, we must obtain a fundamental solution 
matrix of the equation 
(2.5.3) d dt Y(t) = C(t) Y(t). 
Floquet theory (see [2]) gives the following structure of the solution Y(t): 
(2.5.4) 
where P1(t), P2(t), Q1(t), Q2(t) are periodic in time with period T. Furthermore, 
(2.5.5) 
where T(t) is the unit tangent to the limit cycle at the point X0 (t). The constant p is 
given by 
(2.5.6) 1 f" p=- [traceC(s)]ds. 
T 0 
With this choice of fundamental solution, we have 
Y(t + T) = Y(t)A, 
(2.5.7) A= [1 OJ 0 A ' 
Here A, called the Floquet multiplier, must satisfy O<A < 1 for the limit cycle 
X0 (t) to be stable. 
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We are interested in the covariance, D(t) of the fluctuations. From equation 
(2.1.13) 
(2.5.8) D(t) = Y(t) r r 1(s)A(s)Y-1T(s) ds YT(t). 
Define 
(2.5.9) 
f t+T R(t) = Y(t) 
1 
Y-1(s)A(s) y-1r(s) ds Yr(t), 
H(t) = Y(t)A Y-\t). 
From (2.5.4), (2.5.5) and the periodicity of A, it maybe verified thatR(t) andH(t) 
are periodic of period T. Using this in (2.5.8), we obtain 
(2.5.10) D(t + T) = H(t)D(t)HT (t) + H(t)R (t)HT (!). 
By iterating this equation it may be obtained inductively that for k a positive 
integer 
k 
(2.5.11) D(t+kT) =Hk(t)D(t)HTk(t)+ L H 1(t)R(t)HTI(t). 
1=1 
Now consider the deterministic limit cycle as a set of points in the plane. The 
random quantities of interest are the distance of the populations from the closest 
point on the limit cycle, and the fluctuations in "phase", or angular position 
around the limit cycle. Thus the natural coordinates to use are the coordinates 
(s, r), where s is arc length along the limit cycle, and r is perpendicular distance 
from it. The formulas above have been derived in Cartesian coordinates. However 
there is a change of variables result (see [13]) from which we may deduce from the 
Cartesian D(t), the covariance D(t) which would have been obtained using 
another locally orthogonal coordinate system. Using (s, r), the result is 
(2.5.12) " [ TT (t)D(t) T(t) TT (t)D(t)N(t)] D(t) = N 1(t)D(t)T(t) NT(t)D(t)N(t) . 
Here T(t) and N(t) are respectively the unit tangent and normal vectors at the 
point X0 (t). 
We shall now investigate the various quadratic forms indicated in (2.5.12). 
Now 
Since N(t) is periodic of period T, we obtain from (2.5.11), and the condition 
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O<A <1, 
NT (t + kr)D(t + kr)N(t + kr) 
k (2.5.13) =A ZkNT (t)D(t)N(t) + L A 21NT (t)R (t)N(t) 
1=1 
Az 
k--:oo 1_ A zNT (t)R (t)N(t). 
Therefore the quadratic form NTDN converges through integral multiples of the 
period to a limiting value, and the convergence is geometric in the square of the 
Floquet multiplier A. 
The unit vector B(t) orthogonal to the second column of Y(t) is 
(2.5.14) 1 [-Qz] B(t) = JP~+Q~ Pz . 
An analysis for B(t) similar to that for N(t) gives that 
BT(t)Hk(t) =BT(t) 
and that 
(2.5.15) BT(t+ kr)D(t+ kr)B(t+ kr) = BT(t)D(t)B(t) + kBT(t)R(t)B(t). 
Therefore, the quadratic form B TDB diverges linearly ink. Since the tangent T(t) 
has a component in this direction, the same is true for the quadratic form TTDT. 
From the above discussion, it is evident that the variance in the "phase" s 
grows linearly with the number of revolutions of the deterministic trajectory 
X0 (t). This is analogous to the deterministic situation where a particle moved 
slightly off the limit cycle will in time get increasingly out of phase through having 
its period slightly altered. 
We may consider, however, the one-dimensional process r(t), the random 
distance from the limit cycle at time t. It is approximately Gaussian, has mean 
zero, and variance NT (t)D(t)N(t) which converges to a limiting variance as 
t = t0 + kr goes to infinity through integer values of k. To visualize this, we may 
plot on the same graph as X0 (t) the one-standard-deviation curves .XO(t) ± 
JNr(t)D(t)N(t)N(t) of the process X0 (t)+r(t)N(t). These wind away from the 
limit cycle X0 (t), and as the number of revolutions increases, they converge to the 
inner and outer boundaries of a limiting tube about the deterministic trajectory. 
This has been done for the following predator-prey model proposed by R. 
May [8]: d:1 = (r0 +-y)Nl( 1-i) -aNz(1-e-cN1), 
d:z = -sN2 +bN2(1-e-cN1). 
Figure 1 reproduces from May's paper a typical run of his Monte Carlo simula-
tions for this model when 'Y = -y(t) is white noise with variance u 2 • Plotted are 
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(a) (b) 
Fio.l. FromR.May [8]. 
dimensionless variables x = cN1o y =(cal r )N2 for the choice of parameters 
bls = 1.5, cK=4, r0 =s, u 2lr0 = .1. The graph conveys, according to May, "a 
good impression of the donut-shaped probability cloud which describes the 
system". 
Figure 2 is our calculation of the one standard deviation tube about the limit 
cycle as described above. The choice of parameters was the same as May's except 
that we took 'Y = 'Y(tl e) to be a general process consistent with our theory, withe 
small, and eu2 I r0 = .1. After numerically integrating the equations of the deter-
ministic limit cycle, the covariance matrix was obtained by numerically integrating 
:rD(t) = C(X0(t))D(t) + D(t)CT(X0(t)) +A (X0 (t)). 
The agreement of our calculations with May's simulations appears at least 
qualitatively good. The simulated population point tends to wander farther from 
the limit cycle where our tube is relatively wide, and is more tightly bound where 
the tube is narrow. 
PART II 
3. Random environments and time delays. 
3.1. Extension of the method. The method is little changed if the species 
interactions involve time lags. Then the interaction function F depends not only 
on X"(t), but on the vectors X"(t-81), · · · ,X"(t-8N) of population sizes at 
previous times, where 0 = 80 < 81 < · · · < 8N. The equations are of the form 
:rX"(t) =F(t, tie, X"(t), X"(t-81), · · ·, X"(t-8N); y(tle)). 
(3.1.1) 
X" (t) given for t E [ -8N, 0]. 
As before, it is assumed that the environmental randomness y( T) is on a fast time 
scale T = tl e, and that deterministic changes in the environment can be on both the 
slow and fast time scales. 
It is still possible to find an approximation of the form 
(3.1.2) X" (t)- X0 (t) +.J';Y0(t) 
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where .XO is deterministic and yo Gaussian. We define for fixed t and fixed vectors 
x0, x1. · · ·, xN, the averaged function 
(3.1.3) - lfT F(t, XoX1. · · · , XN) = lim T E[F(t, r, x0, · · · , xN;y(r))] dr. 
T-+CO O 
The first approximation X 0(t), satisfies the nonrandom equation 
(3.1.4) d 0 - 0( 0 0( )) dtX (t) =F(t, X t), X (t-81), ···,X t-8N . 
Initial conditions for .XO are the same as those for xs. 
We define the matrices Ck by 
(3.1.5) k=O,·· ·,N. 
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We define the averaged covariance matrix A by 
A;i(t, Xo, · · · , xN) 
1f.Tf.T 
= lim T B{[Fi(t, Tt. Xo, · · · , xN; y(T1)) T ... oo 0 0 
(3.1.6) 
We abbreviate 
-B{Fj(t, Tt, Xo,' ' · , XN; '}'(T1))} 
'[Fj(t, T2, Xo,' ' ', XN; '}'(T2)) 
-B{Fj(t, T2, Xo,' ' ', XN; 'Y(T2))}]} dT1dT2. 
Cdt)= Ck(t, X 0 (t), X 0(t-81), · · ·, X 0(t-8N)), 
A(t) =A(t, X 0(t), X 0(t-81), · · ·, X 0(t-8N)). 
Then Y0(t) satisfies the linear stochastic delay-differential equation 
d N 
dt y<l(t) = W(t) + k~o Ck(t) y<l(t- 8k), 
(3.1.7) 
yo(t)=O for t<O. 
Here W(t) is a Gaussian white noise with covariance A (t)8(t- t'). 
Equation (3.1. 7) can be solved if we can find the fundamental solution matrix 
Y(t, s) which satisfies the deterministic equations 
(3.1.8) 
d N 
-d Y(t, s) = ~ Ck(t) Y(t-8k, s), 
t k=O 
Y(t, s) = 0, 
Y(s, s) =I. 
In terms of Y(t, s), the solution of (3.1.7) may be written 
(3.1.9) yo(t) = r Y(t, s) W(s) ds. 
The covariance of the Gaussian process Y0(t) is then 
(3.1.10) Cov ( yo(t), y<l(t + t')) = r Y(t, s )A (s) yT (t + t'' s) ds. 
t>s, 
t>s, 
3.2. Equilibrium points for systems with time lag. We consider the case 
when the averaged interaction function F, calculated from (3.1.3) has a stable 
equilibrium point. The deterministic equation for X0(t) is of the form 
(3.2.1) d 0 - 0 0 0 dtX (t)=F(X (t),X (t-81), ···,X (t-8N)). 
It is assumed that there is an equilibrium point X such that F(X, X, · · · , X) = 0. It 
is also assumed that X is stable, so that X0(t)-+ X if the initial conditions 
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cf»(t) = X 0(t) in [ -8N, 0] are sufficiently close to X. Such equations have an 
extensive literature (see e.g. Halany [ 4], Pinney [9]), so there will be little 
discussion of them here. In general, if the nondelay system (set 8; = 0, i = 
1, · · ·, N, in (3.2.1)) is stable, then so is the delay system for small enough delays. 
Longer time lags may, however, bring on instability, although some systems 
(notably that of the next section) are immune to this. 
For simplicity, we will assume cf»(t) =X for t e [ -8N, 0], so that X0(t) =X for 
t>O. The matrices 
aF - -Ck =---(X .. · X) 
axk ' ' ' k=O, 1, · · · ,N, 
are constant as is the matrix 
A(X, X, ... ' X), 
calculated from (3.1.6). 
Since the coefficients in (3.1.8) do not depend on time, we have the identity 
Y(t, s) = Y(t-s, 0). 
Then Y(t) = Y(t, 0) satisfies the equation 
d N 
-d Y(t) = L CkY(t-8k), 
t k=O 
t>O, 
(3.2.2) Y(t)=O for t<O, 
Y(O) =I. 
Equation (3.2.2) can be solved by Laplace transforms (see e.g. Pinney [9]). 
Important for this is the characteristic function f(s) defined by 
(3.2.3) f(s) = det [sl- f ck e-Bks]. 
k=O 
The character of the solution is determined by the roots s = ,.\k of the transcenden-
tal equation 
(3.2.4) f(s) =0. 
Equation (3.2.4) has, in general, an infinite number of complex roots. We require 
that all these roots have negative real parts; this is the same condition as for linear 
asymptotic stability of the nonlinear equation (3.2.1). These roots Ak play the 
same role in the time-lag theory of equilibrium points as did the eigenvalues of the 
community matrix previously. 
The roots ,.\k are written in order of decreasing real parts. If the roots are 
simple then the solution of (3.2.2) is 
(3.2.5) 
N 
Y(t) = L eAktyk· 
k=l 
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The "residue" matrices Yk are calculated as 
(3.2.6) 
Equation (3.1.9) then becomes 
Cov (yfl(t), yfl(t+t')) = r Y(s)AYT(s +t') ds 
(3.2.7) 
oo oo , ( 1- e<>..k +A,lt) 
= L L e>..,t YkAYT. 
k=ll=l (Ak +A1) 
From (3.2.7) we see that the correlations of the fluctuation process yfl(t) at 
different instants of time go to zero exponentially in the time separation t'. Each 
term in the sum (3.2.7) vanishes with a rate constant A1• Thus the fluctuations 
forget their former position at an exponential rate no slower than that determined 
by the characteristic root A 1 of largest real part. 
The covariance of yo is 
(3.2.8) 
This converges to the limiting covariance 
oo oo 1 T 
D(oo)= L L ( )YkAY1. k=ll=l Ak +AI (3.2.9) 
The convergence is exponential, at a rate determined by sums of the characteristic 
roots. 
To summarize, the general behavior is much the same as in the nondelay case 
(§ 2.2), with the characteristic roots Ak taking the place of the eigenvalues of the 
community matrix. The calculations, however, involve evaluating infinite sums. 
That this may be done explicitly, at least in some cases, is illustrated by the next 
example. 
3.3. Two-species symmetric competition with time-delayed 
interactions. We now consider the following extension of the model of§ 2.3: 
(3.3.1) d [x(t)] [x(t)(k + 'Yl(t/ e)- x(t)- ay(t- 8))] dt y(t) = y(t)(k+'Y2(t/e)-y(t)-ax(t-8)) · 
Here a time lag 8 > 0 has been introduced into the interspecies interaction terms. 
The assumptions on the rapidly-varying environmental processes 'Y1(T), 'Y2(r) are 
the same as in§ 2.3. We assume O~a < 1. 
The averaged equations for X0 (t) are 
d [x 0(t)] [x 0(t)(k- x 0(t)- ay 0(t- 8))] 
(3·3·2) dt y0 (t) = y 0(t)(k-y 0(t)-ax 0(t-8)) · 
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The equilibrium point is at 
(3.3.3) x{i:l 
Then with the initial conditions X0(t) =X fort< 0, we have that X0 (t) =X, t > 0. 
As in § 2.3, the averaged noise covariance matrix is 
(3.3.4) A= (-k )2CT 2[1 p]. 1+a p 1 
However, because of the time lag, the previous nondelay community matrix C has 
been decomposed into the two matrices 
(3.3.5) 
aF - - k [1 OJ Co=-(X,X)=--1 - O 1 , axo +a 
aF - - ak [o 1] Cl=-(X,X)=--1 - 1 0_. axl +a 
From (3.2.3), the characteristic function 1s 
(3.3.6) 
Let 
k ak -s8 betheithrootof s +--+--e = 0 1+a 1+a ' 
f k ak -s8 O f..t; betheithrooto s+-----e = . 1+a 1+a 
Note that if 8 = 0 these reduce to the eigenvalues of the nondelay community 
matrix of § 2.3. It can be shown (an application of Rouche's theorem) that if 
0 <a < 1, 8 ~ 0, then all these roots have negative real parts. This guarantees 
linear asymptotic stability of (3.3.2). For an extensive discussion of the location in 
the complex plane of the roots of such equations, the reader is referred to Pinney 
[9]. 
We will obtain the limiting covariance D(oo) given by (3.2.9). Accordingly, 
the residue matrices are, from (3.2.6), 
(3.3.7) 
y = 1 [1 1] 
Aj 2[1 +A/>+ k8/(1 +a)] 1 1 ' 
1 [ 1 -1] 
y"'i=2[1+t-t1-B+k8/(1+a)] -1 1 · 
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Hence 
r (1+p)u2(k/(1+a))2 [1 1] 
Y,v4 YA,= 2[1 +A1-8 +k8/(1 +a)][1 +A,8 +k8/(1 +a)] 1 1 ' 
(3.3.8) Y. yr- (1-p)u2(k/(1+a))2 [ 1 -1] ,...~ ,...,-2[1+~J.1-8+k8/(1+a)][1+~J.,8+k8/(1+a)] -1 1' 
YA~ Y!', = Y,...,A y~ = 0. 
Putting this into (3.2.9), we get 
D(oo) = (1 +p)u2P 
2(1 +a)2 
ro ro 1 [1 11] ~~11~1 [1+A1-8+k8/(1+a)][1+A,8+k8/(1+a)][A1+Al] 1 (3.3.9) 
+ (1-p)u2e 
2(1 +a)2 
ro ro 1 [ 1 -1] ·,~11~1 [1+~J.~+k8/(1+a)][1+~J.,8+k8/(1+a}][~J.1 +~J.a -1 1 · 
We rotate to the same principle coordinates used for the nondelay case, using the 
matrix 
Then 
(3.3.10) 
where 
D _(1+p)u2k2 
1- (1+a)2 
P=_!_[1 1] 
.fi 1 -1 . 
ro ro 1 
~~1 1~1 [1 + A1-8 + k8/(1 +a)][1 +A,8 + k8/(1 +a)](A1 +AI)' (3.3.11) 
D _ (1-p)u2e 
2- (1+a)2 
ro ro 1 
·,~1 1~1 [1 + ~A-1-8 + k8/(1 +a)][1 + 1J.,8 + k8/(1 + a)](~A-1 + ~J. 1)' 
These expressions for D 1 and D 2 can be summed explicitly. The procedure 
will be sketched for D1. 
Recalling that An is a root of 
g(s) = s +-k-+~ e-sa = 0, 
1+a 1+a 
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we change variables, z = (s +k/(1 +a))8; then an= (An +k/(1 +a))8 is a root of 
(3.3.12) h(z) = z +13 e-z = 0, 
where 
In terms of ano the expression for D 1 becomes 
( uk )2 Dt=- -- 8(1+p) 
1+a (3.3.13) 
<Xl <Xl 1 
·I: I: · n=l m=l (an +am -2k8/(1 +a))(1 +an)(1 +am) 
We make use of the identity 
(3.3.14) 
This formula is the Weierstrass infinite product representation for h(z) (see 
Ahlfors [1]). By computing the quotient h'(z)/h(z), we obtain the identity 
(3.3.15) 00 { 1 1} 1-13e-z 1 L --+- = z+1--. 
n=l z-an an z + 13 e 13 
This identity will be used repeatedly to sum the series in (3.3.13). By a partial 
fractions expansion of the inner sum of (3.3.13), we obtain 
D ( uk ) 2 ( 1 >[ ~ __ 1 _ 
1=- -1+-a 8 +p n~t(1+an)(1-an+2k8/(1+a)) 
(3.3.16) 
Relation (3.3.15) may now be used to sum the two series within the braces above. 
Simplifying, and using from the definition of an that ea" = -13/ ano we have that 
(3.3.17) 
Defining 
( uk )2 Dt=--- 8(1+p) 1+a 
<Xl an ·n~l (1 +an)(a~-2k8/(1 +a)an +[ak8/(1 +a)]2)' 
k8 a=-(1+~) 1+a ' 
k8 r:;---;j_ b=-(1-v1-a-). 
1+a 
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We may expand (3.3.17) in partial fractions to get 
D - 8(1 + p) ( 8k )2 I ( 1 1) 
1
-(a+1)(b+1) 1+a n=l 1+an- an 
(3.3.18) 8(1+p)a (uk)2 I( 1 1) (a+1)(a-b) 1+a n=l an-a an 
s(1+p)b (~)2 I (_1 __ _!_) 
(b+1)(b-a) 1+a n=l an-b an· 
The identity (3.3.15) may now be used again to sum each of the three series in 
(3.3.18). A lengthy calculation gives 
(3.3.19) 
Dl = u2k(1 +p) 
2(1 +a)J1-a2 
[sinh (Ji7-k8/(1 +a))+Ji7- cosh (Ji7-k8/(1 +a))] 
[a +cosh (J1-a2 k8/(1 +a))+J1-a2 sinh (J1-a2 k8/(1 +a))]· 
A similar calculation for D 2 gives 
D2= u2k(1-p) 
2(1 +a)J1-a2 
(3.3.20) 
[sinh (J1-a2k8/(1 +a))+J1-a2 cosh (J1-a2 k8/(1 +a))] 
.[-a +cosh (J1-a2 k8/(1 +a))+J1-a2 sinh (J1-a2 k8/(1 +a))]. 
For 8 = 0, these expressions reduce, as expected, to the nondelay results of 
§ 2.3. The effect of the time delay on the variance of the fluctuations is, in fact, 
surprisingly undramatic. By differentiation, we obtain 
aD1 (a(1+p)/2)(uk/(1+a))2 
as =[a +cosh (J1-a2k8)/(1 +a))+J1-a2 sinh ((J1-a2)/(1 +a))k8)]' 
(3.3.21) 
aD2 (-a(1-p)/2)(uk/(1 +a))2 
---=----~==~~~~~~==~~~~===-----
a8 [-a +cosh ((J1-a2k8)/(1 +a))+J1-a2 sinh ((·.h -a2)/(1 +a)k8)]' 
Thus, aDd a8 > 0, and D1 increases with 8 to a maximum value: 
D 1t u 2k(1+p) as8increases. 
2(1 +a)J1-a2 
Similarly aD2/ a8 < 0, and 
D2~ u 2k(1-p) as 8 increases. 
2(1 +a)J1-a2 
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Thus, while the delay increases the component D1o the variance of the sum of the 
populations, it also decreases the component D 2, the variance of the difference of 
the populations. In the case p = 0 (species environments uncorrelated), we have 
D 1 <D2 for all parameter values, with larger delays tending to bring D 1 and D 2 
closer to equality. Therefore, if ellipses are drawn about the equilibrium point to 
represent the contour lines of the Gaussian probability cloud, then the effect of the 
delay is merely to decrease the eccentricity of the ellipse. 
3.4. The delay sensitivity matrix. Consider a system with a stable equilib-
rium point, and a small time lag effect, which we are tempted to ignore in writing 
the equations. If the delay is sufficiently small, it will not, in general destroy the 
stability in a deterministic environment (see Halany [4]). However, it may be 
necessary to assess the effects of the delay on the fluctuations of the populations in 
a random environment. 
Let D(t; 8) be the covariance of the fluctuations Y'(t) for a model with delay 
8. If 8 is small, we may make the Taylor series approximation 
(3.4.1) D(t; 8) =D(t; 0)+ ~~ (t; 0)8+(higher order in 8). 
Thus, a first order correction can be made to the nondelay model by calculating 
(aDja8)(t; 0). The ultimate stochastic effects may be checked by looking at this 
correction for the equilibrium variance D( oo; 0). Therefore we define the sensitiv-
ity matrix as 
(3.4.2) aD S(t) = 08 (t; O). 
By differentiating (3.1.10) and (3.2.2) with respect to 8, it can be shown that 
(3.4.3a) S(t) = S0 (t) + S5(t), 
where 
(3.4.3b) S0(t)=-{C1D(t;O)+ r ec.C1Ce-c"[D(t;O)-D(s;O)]ds}. 
Here Cis the community matrix for the nondelay model, and C1 is the matrix of 
derivatives with respect to delay variables calculated from (3.1.5). 
In the special case when C and C1 commute, the expression reduces to 
(3.4.3') So(t)= -cl{D(t;O)+Cr D(t;O)-D(s;O)]ds} 
This is the case for the competing species model of § 3.3, which was analyzed 
without delays in § 2.3. Insertion of equations (2.3.9), (2.3.10) and (3.3.5) into 
(3.4.3') yields for t = oo (and in principal coordinates), 
[
a(1+p)( uk )2 
S(oo)= 2(1+a)
0 
1+a 
(3.4.4) -a(l-p:(~)z] · 
2(1-a) 1+a 
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This agrees with the direct computations (3.3.21). Thus, without the more difficult 
computations of§ 3.3, we can see that the delay increases the first component and 
decreases the second, and that if a is close to one, the decrease in the second 
component is substantial. 
3.5. Systems with random delay. All time-delays considered previously 
were fixed and nonrandom. We will indicate here how the calculations change if 
the time lag is itself a rapidly-varying random process. More complete results are 
in [12]. 
For simplicity, we will consider the case when the delay process 8 ( r ), r = t/ e 
is the only random term. 
(3.5.1) d dt xs (t) = F(X~' (t- 8(t/ e))). 
We will further let 8(-r) be a stationary process, with distribution function 
P(s) =P{8(r)<s}, and assume it is bounded by some constant a, O;:;a8(r) ;a a with 
probability one. Then some initial conditions must be specified for xs (t) for 
te[-a, 0]. 
The deterministic trajectory X0(t) satisfies 
(3.5 .. 2) 
with the same initial conditions as xs (t). Thus a nonlinear integra-differential 
equation replaces the random delay-differential equation to first approximation. 
Define the correlation matrix A (t) by 
A(t) 
(3.5.3) 
Let W(t) be a white noise with correlation matrix A(t)8(t-t'). 
Now suppose the distribution function P(s) gives nonzero masses p.; to the 
discrete set of points 8~o i = 1, 2, · · · , N, and has a continuous part Po(s). Then we 
may approximate 
(3.5.4) 
where the Gaussian random process yo(t) satisfies the linear white noise equation 
(3.5.5) 
it N it-a, aF yo(t)= W(s)ds+ L p.; -(.XO(s))Y"(s)ds 
0 i=l 0 ax 
it aF + Po(t-s)-(.XO(s))yo(s) ds. 
o ax 
If 8 ( r) takes only the discrete values 81 we get a delay-differential equation by 
setting P0 =0 and differentiating (3.5.5). Otherwise, Y0(t) satisfies a Volterra 
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integral equation with stochastic inhomogeneous term fo W(s) ds. The solution 
can be written in terms of the deterministic reciprocal kernel of (3.5.5), and 
formulas derived analogous to those of the previous sections. 
As an example we consider a delay process 8 ( r) which is a finite state ergodic 
Markov chain taking values in the set {0=80 <8t < · · · <8N}. We assume 
stationary transition probabilities P1i(r) defined by 
(3.5.6) P;i(r2-Tt)=P,{8(r2)=8il8(rt)=8;} forrt<T2. 
We furthermore assume the process has reached its equilibrium distribution I11, 
i.e. 
(3.5.7) I11 =P,{8(r)=81} forallr. 
Then the first approximation X0(t) satisfies 
(3.5.8) ~X0(t) = Jo I11F(X0(t-81)). 
The fluctuations VO(t) satisfy 
(3.5.9) d N dt y<l(t) = W(t) + L C;(t) y<l(t- 8;), 
1=0 
where 
(3.5.10) 
Here W(t) is a Gaussian white noise with covariance A(t)8(t-t'), and A(t) is 
defined by 
4.1. Derivation of the method. In this section we give a heuristic derivation 
of the method. Rigorous proofs are in [5], [12]. For simplicity, we discuss the 
random equation 
d dtX8 (t) =F(X8 (t); 'Y(t/e)), 
(4.1.1) X 8 (0) =Xo, 
where y(r) is a stochastic process, rapidly-fluctuating on the fast time scale 
T = t/e. 
For fixed x, consider the random process F(x; 'Y(r)). With some technical 
hypotheses, this process will satisfy a law of large numbers, i.e., there is some 
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deterministic function F(x) such that for every t0 , 
1 f t0 +T 
T F(x;'Y(r))~F(x) asT~oo. 
to 
(4.1.2) 
The convergence in (4.1.2) is in some probabilistic sense. We interpret it here as 
holding in the mean, i.e., 
(4.1.2') ¥~ E{ ~~ Lo+T F(x; 'Y(r)) dr- F(x) I}= 0. 
As an example of this, consider the special case of a one-dimensional F of the 
form 
(4.1.3) F(x; y(r)) = F 0 (x) + F1(x )'y(r). 
Here F 0 and F1 are deterministic, y(r) is a mean zero, wide sense stationary 
process with covariance 
(4.1.4) R (u) = E[ y(r)'y(r + u )]. 
Then setting F=Fo, 
This expression converges to zero if, say 
(4.1.5) IX) R(u) du <oo. 
Condition (4.1.5) is an assertion on how quickly correlations between y(r) 
and y(r+u) die out as the time separation u increases to infinity. In the case of 
general F this condition must be strengthened to a "mixing" hypothesis, that 
events separated in time are asymptotically independent. Roughly, the random-
ness must forget itself at a sufficiently rapid rate. 
Returning to the solution of (4.1.1), assume that (4.1.2') holds for some 
function F(x). Then clearly F must satisfy 
_ 1 ft0 +T (4.1.6) F(x)=limT EF(x;y(r))dr. 
T-.oo to 
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In integrated form, (4.1.1) becomes 
(4.1.7) X"(t)=Xo+ r F(x"(s);'Y(s/e))ds. 
The integral on the right depends both on the statistics of F(x; 'Y(s/ e)), and those 
of the unknown solution X"(s). We can, however, analyze the integral if X"(s) is 
replaced by some continuous deterministic function z(s). Let n be a large integer, 
a= t/n, t; =;a, fori= 0, 1, ... 'n. Then if n islargeenoughso thatzchanges little 
on an interval of length a, 
rt n ft1+A 
Jo F(z(s); 'Y(s/e)) ds = ;~o t· F(z(s); 'Y(s/e)) ds 
. 
= :~: r+A F(z(t;); 'Y(S/e)) ds 
. 
n=l ft/e+A/e 
= .L e F(z(t;); 'Y(r)) dT 
•=0 ttfe 
n-1 1 f t.Je+T/e 
= .L aT F(z(t;); 'Y(T)) dT. 
I =0 ttfe 
Here T =a; e is large for e small; so using ( 4.1.2), 
r F(z(s); 'Y(s/e)) ds = ~~: M(z(t;)). 
This last expression is a Riemann approximation to an integral, so 
(4.1.8) r F(z(s); 'Y(s/ e)) ds ~ r F(z(s)) ds. 
Now define X0(t) as the solution of 
d 0 -dtx (t) =F(X"(t)), 
(4.1.9) 
Then substituting X0 for X" on the right of (4.1.7), we obtain 
Xo+ r F(X0(s); 'Y(s/e)) ds =xo+ r F(X0 (S)) ds =X0(t). 
so X0 is an approximate solution of (4.1.7). One can in fact show that 
(4.1.10) EIX" (t)- XO(t)l ~ 0 as e ~ 0. 
In the degenerate case when 'Y( T) is a nonrandom function, the expectation in 
(4.1.6) is superfluous, and the approximation X0(t) reduces to the well-known 
deterministic "method of averaging". 
To get a first order stochastic correction to X0(t), we expand 
(4.1.11) X"(t) =X0(t)+e'"Y0(t)+(higher order in e). 
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The leading order, a> 0, of the expansion is to be determined. Expanding 
F(X8 (t); 'Y(r)) = F(.XO + e"yo + · · · ; 'Y(r)) 
= F(.XO; 'Y) + e" :: (.XO; 'Y) yo+· · · , 
we get from (4.1.1), 
(4.1.12) 
d 0 ,.d 0 
-X (t)+e -Y (t)+ · · · dt dt 
aF 
F(X0(t); 'Y(t/ e))+ e"-(.XO(t); 'Y(t/ e)) y<l(t) + · · · . 
ax 
Note that equating powers of e in ( 4.1.12) does not give the correct result in 
(4.1.9). Of course epsilons still occur within the functions F and aFjax. Assuming 
that higher order terms may be neglected, we substitute for (d/ dt)X0(t) from 
(4.1.9). Then integration of the equation yields 
it aF + - (X0 (s); y(s/ e ))Y0 (s) ds. 
0 ax 
A central limit theorem for mixing processes now dictates that a= t; i.e., if 
then Gs (t) converges (weakly) as e ~ 0 to a Gaussian process, with mean zero, and 
a covariance matrix that can be calculated by taking the limit of E{Gf(t)Gj(t)}. 
We denote the limit process by G0(t). 
Now 
aF ( o ) aF ax X (s);y(s/e) ~aX(X0(s)) 
0 - 0 by the same argument as given for the convergence ofF(X (s); 'Y(s/ e))~F(X (s)). 
Therefore, we have the limiting equation 
(4.1.13) 
Since the derivative of G 0 (t) is a white noise W(t) we have in differential form 
(4.1.14) 
! Y0(t) = W(t)+ :!(X0(s))Y0(s), 
Y0 (0) =0. 
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